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Abstract. The lwo-dimensional (20) S=i Heisenberg antiferromagnet copper 01) lor- 
male lerrahydrale (Cu(HCOz)z.4H20) has k e n  doped with the diamagnetic ions Mga+ 
and Et2+ up to levels of 15 at.%. l l l e  temperalure dependence of lhe eleclron spin 
resonance (ESR) signal provides a way of accurarely delermining the differences in the 
NOel temperatures, T N ( z ) ,  of samples wit11 different dopant mncentralions, z. 'Illere is 
a tinearderrease of TN with increasing dopant mncenbtion: T N ( z )  = (1 -oiz)T~(O) 
where the mmmnt 01 is 3.4i0.1 and TN(O) is the Nee1 temperalure of the undoped 
material. This behaviour is mmpared wilh that of LazCuO, and other m systems. The 
width of lhe ESR signal at a particular temperalure is also found lo decrease w.lh increas- 
ing dopant mnwntration. n i a e  features, logether wilh Uie variation of linewidth wilh 
temperature characteristic of m systems, are discussed in lhe lighl of the inleractions 
between the magnelic ions. 

I. Introduction 

The class of two-dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnets (2DHAF) with S = $ on a 
square lattice with the magnetic Hamiltonian 

7t = J XS;. Sj 
where J is the nearest-neighbour intra-plane exchange constant, has not been well 
characterized because few model materials have been discovered to date. The rare 
earth cuprate superconductors [l-31 appear to belong to this class of magnet but 
they are not ideal models because they are difficult to prepare as large, homogeneous 
single crystals. Further, the in-plane exchange constant of around 1200 K renders 
the zone boundary inaccessible to most inelastic neutron spectrometers, a notable 
exception being the High Energy Pansfer spectrometer at ISIS [4]. 

The search for new materials to model the DHAF led us to copper (11) formate 
tetrahydrate, CU(HCO2),.4H,O (cm) which had been the subject of numerous 
investigations [S-lO] before its relation to the high-T, materials was pointed out [ll, 
121. The structure of CFTH is shown in figure 1. The unit cell is monoclinic and the 
space group is P2, /a at room temperature with the lattice parameters a = 8.15 4 
0953-8984/92/L96217+10$04.50 @ 1992 IOP Publisliing U d  6211 
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b = 8.18 ii, c = 6.354 8, and p = 101.1O. The copper ions, which lie in the 
a b  plane, are each linked to four others by formate groups. The copper formate 
layers are separated by hydrogen bonded water molecules. At 246 K there is an 
antiferroelectric phase mansition due to ordering among the water molecules and this 
leads to a doubling of the unit cell along the c-axis [13, 141. J is approximately 80 K 
and the inter-plane exchange constant, J', is estimated to be less than 10-3J. At 
TN-16.S K there is a phase transition to 3D antiferromagnetic order driven by J' [5]. 
In the ordered state the magnetic moments form a 4-sublattice array. The magnetic 
unit cell has the same dimensions as the crystallographic unit cell [a].  

S J Clarke and A Harrison 
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Figure I, The ciystal struclure 01 c m  projected 
onto the ob plane. Oxygen atoms are at -0.080 
and 0.086 along c and carbon atoms are at -0.018 
and 0.018. rile danes are non-cenlrwmmetric and 
it is tlus which can lead U1 antiymmctric exchange 
la" in Ule Hamiltonian. 

We have already performed neutron scattering measurements on the fully deuter- 
ated form of 111, 121. Elastic neutron scattering measurements below TN [I l l  
produced a value of the critical exponent for the order parameter of O.23fO.l which 
is exhibited by a large number of other 2D systems [7, 16-18]. The exponent was 
found to change to 0.32kO.l close to TN. Similar results were obtained by NMR mea- 
surements 17') Quasielastic neutron scattering behveen TN and 2TN [ll] produced a 
value for J of 84 K and showed that, like in La,CuO, 1191, the behaviour of the ZD 
fluctuations in the paramagnetic phase could be treated by the theory of Chakravarty 
el a1 [3, 20, 211. Inelastic neutron scattering measurements [I21 were used to study 
the spin-wave spectrum close to the zone centre at TN/4. These confirmed the ZD 
Heisenberg nature of the spin correlations and produced a wlue for J of 95 K 

There has been speculation that there may be novel behaviour associated with 
diamagnetic doping of the Z D W  with S = $ due to the proposed quantum nature 
of the ground state. Initial results on La,CuO, doped with Zn2+ [22] suggested that 
the rate at which TN was depressed on doping was about nine times that of classical 
ZDHAFS at low dopant concentrations. However, more recent magnetic susceptibility 
measurements indicate that the rate of depression of TN k about the same as that 
of classical magnets [23] and that the earlier results arose from the combined effects 
of diamagnetic doping and additional oxygen incorporated into the structure during 
preparation. The present work was carried out to compare the behaviour of C m  
with that of classical ZDHAFS. Mg2+ and ZnZt are nonmagnetic divalent ions of 
similar size to Cu't. MgZt favours an octahedral coordination when bound to 02- 
and was initially chosen as the dopant ion because it was thought that it would not 
disrupt the crystal structure as much as ZnZt which prefers to adopt a tetrahedral 
coordination with 02-. 
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2. Experiment and results 

Samples were prepared by dissolving mixtures of basic copper (11) carbonate and mag- 
nesium (11) or zinc (11) carbonate in an aqueous solution of 10% formic acid. Single 
crystals with sizes ranging from 1 to 1000 mm3 were grown by slowly evaporating 
solutions at room temperature. 

The proportion of MgZt in solution which could be incorporated into crystals of 
Cu,-,Mg,(HCOz),.4H,O ( m : M g Z t )  was small and a dopant level of only 23 at.% 
could he obtained by growing crystals at room temperature from a solution containing 
30 a t %  Mga+. If the solution contained a higher concentration of Mg2t, a multi- 
phasic precipitate was produced which was believed to be a mixture of m : M g z +  and 
magnesium (11) formate. It was possible to grow crystals containing up to 3.3% Mg2+ 
by elevating the growing temperature to 34.5OC However, these were extensively 
twinned and did not produce good quality electron spin resonance (FSR) spectra. 

It was found that CFTH could be doped with much higher concentrations of Zn2+. 
Crystals of Cu,-,Zn,(HC02),.4Hz0 ( c m : Z n * t )  containing up to 15% Zn2+ could 
be grown from solutions containing up to 30% ZnZ+. The characteristic crystal 
morphology of CFTH [24] was unchanged on doping with Mgz+ or Zn2+ indicating 
that the diamagnetic ions are incorporated into the structure without distorting it 
appreciably. However, the samples containing about 15% Znzt contained visible 
defects. Single crystals were prepared containing 0.9 and 23% MgZt and 2.25, 4.32 
5.91, 10.7, 12.8, 14.1, 14.5 and 15.3% Zn2+. It has not yet proved possible to increase 
further the concentration of Zn2+ in the crystals. The relative concentrations of Chat 
and Mg2+ or Zn2+ were determined spectrophotometrically using about 10 mg of the 
sample from which the uystal used in the ESR measurements had been cut. The 
total metal ion content was compatible with that expected for a compound with the 
stoichiometry of m. 

ESR was chosen as the initial probe of the magnetic properties of the doped 
material because it is a sensitive technique from which a large amount of information 
can be obtained and because there have already been extensive ESR measurements 
performed on CFTH itself [%lo, 251 and on related XI systems [2G, 271. 

FSR measurements on each sample were carried out using a 9.3 GHz Varian 
E-Line Century Series EPR Spectrometer at the Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory in 
Oxford. A single crystal with approximate dimensions 1 x 1 ~ 2  mm was cut from a 
larger crystal using a scalpel and mounted on a piece of %%on and this was sealed 
inside a Spectrasil tube in order to prevent dehydration of the sample. The sample 
was oricnted by eye using the crystal morphology so that the ab plane, containing 
the Cu2+ ions coupled by J ,  was vertical. This could be achieved to within about 3 O .  
The magnetic component of the microwave field, B,  was also vertical and the applied 
magnetic field, H, was horizontal. 
Two experiments were performed. In the first, the sample was rotated in loo 

intervals through an angle 8 about a vertical axis and the spectrum was recorded 
at room temperature as a function of 8. 8=0 was defined to be the orientation in 
which H was perpendicular to the Cuz+ planes. The spectrum is broadened by spin- 
spin interactions between pairs of Cuzt ions. For the undoped material, the width 
is 250 G at room temperature when 8=0. The spectra were fitted to Lorentzian 
curves. The linewidth decreased by about 15% as 8 was changed from 0 to r / 2 .  The 
g-value, determined by calibration of the instrument using diphenylpicrylhydrazyl 
(DPPH), varies from 236 at 8=0 to 212 at 8 = T / Z  and exhibits a dependence on 
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8 of the form g = A f Bcos 28; this is illustrated in figure 2 This behaviour was 
qualitatively and quantitatively the same as that observed by Shimada er a[ [25] using 
the same spectrometer configuration. The variation in g-value can be understood 
from a bowledge of the relative energies of the d-orbitals for a Jahn-Rller distorted 
octahedral symmetry. The unpaired electron is in the highest energy orbital which 
has d,.-y2 character. Rotation of this half-filled orbital about the z axis leads 
to an angular momentum contribution along the 2 direction which in this case is 
perpendicular to the plane of Cuz+ ions. This is expected to increase the value of gz 
relative to gZy and this is the observed behaviour. Unfortunately, the configuration of 
the spectrometer confined the microwave magnetic field to be in a fied orientation 
relative to the metal ion planes. It was not possible to rotate the crystal accurately 
or continuously, so this field moved from being in the planes to being perpendicular 
to them. 

In the second series of experiments, thc samples were oriented with the applied 
magnetic field perpendicular to the planes of mctal ions. The samples were cooled 
using an Oxford Instruments “e flow cryostat and the temperature was measured 
using an Oxford Instruments Intelligent Rmperature Controllcr. Liquid nitrogen was 
used as the single k e d  reference point for the temperature. Because of the duration 
of the series of experiments, the value of this fixed point was found to change by up 
to 0.4 K due to the effects of atmospheric pressure which fluctuated between 998 and 
1035 mb; the measured temperature was corrected for this. 

The top face of each sample was mounted in the same position in the tube to 
within 0.1 mm and the tube was mounted in the same position inside the cryostat 
to within 0.2 nun. This was in order to eliminate systematic errors in measuring the 
temperatures of different samples due to them being located in different positions 
in the temperature gradient within the cryostat. The samples were all of the same 
volume (about 2 mm3) to within a factor of two. This was not only to ensure that 
each one reached thermal equilibrium over the same time-scale, but to ensure that 
there was no difference in the instrumental broadening of the signals of different 
samples. Such broadening was observed by Seehra and Castner (sc) [9, 101 who used 
samples varying in size from 0.4 mm3 to 10 mm3 and arises from magnetic losses 
in the sample when it is large compared with the microwave cavity. Comparison of 
the spectra of samples of volume 2 mm3 and 12 nun3 showed no difference in the 
linewidths at all temperatures. This indicates that our cavity is sufficiently large for 
the sample size effect to be small for the samples used. However, we did notice 
that when the sample was large and the temperature was close to TN there was 
appreciable peak asymmetry due to microwave absorption by the sample. 

Sample equilibration was found to be rapid because of the good thermal conduc- 
tivity of helium gas. A typical equilibration time of seven minutes was allowed while 
the temperature was changed by about 2 K in the 25 K region. However the tem- 
poral dependence of the sample signal during the change would suggest that thermal 
equilibration had occurred over about two or three minutes. 

The resonance CCCUIS at g = 2.36 in this configuration and was recorded at a 
number of temperatures from 3-4 K below TN to room temperature. Very close to 
TN, where the resonance is weak a second peak was observed at a g-value of 216. 
This peak increased greatly in intensity when the sample was allowed to partially 
dehydrate on exposure to the atmosphere for three hours at room temperature. The 
peak was thus ascribed to the presence of small quantities of dehydrated material 
on the surface of the sample. This ‘impurity’ peak was also observed by sc [9J who 
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also ascribed it to dehydrated material. The signal at each temperature was fitted 
to a Lorentzian curve. If the impurity peak was intense it was found to partially 
obscure the signal close to TN. although in all cases at least half of the signal could 
be fitted. The Lorentzian function was found to describe the lineshape accurately 
between MO and 25 K but less well at lower temperatures. The function was used 
throughout however, because it was found to give an accurate measure of the full 
width at half maximum ( W M )  at all temperatures. The error in the measurement 
of the linewidth is typically 1-3 G. For the pure material, the linewidth decreases 
linearly from 250 G at mom temperature to around 100 G at 70 K as shown in figure 
3. From 70 to 30 K, the decrease is still linear, but faster than before. The linewidth 
reaches a minimum of around 50 G at about 75 K and then increases steeply. The 
divergence is approximately Linear and very rapid close to TN. It may be that the 
change in gradient around 70 K is related to the broad susceptibility maximum noted 
by Seehra [29] and manifested in these experiments as a broad maximum in the signal 
intensity. The change in gradient was also observed by sc [9] at 9 GHz and they first 
offered this explanation for its origin. 

2.30 

?A 2.25 
7 

2.20 

2.15 

2.10 0 

3 
m 

5 200 . .... . . ...--. 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 0 50 100 1% 2w 250 300 

eldegrees Temperature/ K 

Figure 2 The angular dependence of the g-value of 
m. 8 U the angle telween the applied magnetic 
field and lhe perpendicular to the magnetic planes. 

Figure 3. ?he dependence of the CIR linewidth of 
CFIH on temperature. 

As the concentration of the diamagnetic dopant ion increased, there were changes 
in the behaviour of the linewidth as a function of temperature. Firstly, the temper- 
ature at which the divergence occurred decreased linearly with increasing dopant 
concentration. Since the divergence is linear and very rapid close to TN, this provides 
a way of accurately determining the differences in TN of different samples. Secondly, 
the resonances of doped samples were found to be narrower than those of the pure 
material at all temperatures. The ZnZfdoped samples containing about 15% ZnZt 
possess resonances which reach minima of about 36 G. The temperatures at which 
the minima occur also depend on dopant cancentration due to the differences in TN. 

The intensity of the resonances increases linearly to a broad maximum before 
decreasing sharply as TN is approached. This is shown in figure 4 for m. The 
position of the resonance with the crystal in a k e d  orientation is independent of 
temperature between room temperature and just above TN at which point it increases 
sharply as shown in figure q b ) .  The increase of g-value corresponds to an ordering 
field of about 300 G. 
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F i u m  4. The dependence of (a) [he GTR signal inlensily and (b) lhe g-value with the 
applied field perpendicular 10 the planes or CFTH on temperature. 

3. Discussion 

3.1. Dependence of the linewidth on tennlpcrature 
Consider the effects leading to ESR line broadening in two-dimensional systems and 
the effeca of temperature on these. 

Anisotropic interactions between spins have the effect of broadening the reso- 
nance into a Gaussian shape with a width in frequency units of h w  defined as M,, 
the second moment of the lineshape. If the isotropic superexchange interaction of 
strength J is large then this causes the frequency we of the magnetic fluctuations 
to  be larger than M ,  and causes the field due to the spin-spin interactions to be 
averaged to zero in a time 1 /we  which is less than the relaxation time 1 /ALA This 
leads to exchange narrowing of the resonance. 

The major contributions to the broadening arise from the dipolar interaction and 
from antisymmetric exchange if it is allowed by symmetry. Additional contributions 
from symmetric anisotropic exchange and crystal field fine structure are usually small 
enough to be neglected. Richards and Salamon [ZS] showed that when the major 
contribution to line-broadening in a 2~ system arises from the dipolar interaction, 
the relaxation process is dominated by long-wavelength phonon modes and this leads 
to a linear dependence of the hewidth on temperature, T, when T > TN. This 
is the situation in K,MnF, in which the planes are centrosymmetric and there is no 
possibility of an antisymmetric exchange interaction. In C F M  however, the planes 
are non-centrosymmetric, as figure 1 shows, due to the monoclinic distortion and the 
resulting cross-terms in the exchange Hamiltonian lead to a Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya 
(DM) antisymmetric exchange intcraction. This interaction is significant in CFIX being 
of order (Ag/g)J  where Ag is the departure of the g-value from the free-ion value. 
sc determined [9, 101 that the dominant contribution to line-broadening in CFTH arises 
from the phonon-modulated DM interaction and that in this situation the linewidth is 
also linear in T when T > TN. Further support for the existence of a DM interaction 
in this compound comes from spin-wave measurements [12] which showed a gap of 
0.6 meV at the (0 -1 1) antiferromagnetic zone centre. This gap probably arises 
from a DM interaction [7, 9, IO], although we proposed alternative corrections to the 
Hamiltonian. 

sc fitted AH, the linewidth measured in Gauss, to the empirical form of equation 
(2). 
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where 01 is the linewidth extrapolated to T = 0 from the linear region above 70 K 
and p the. gradient in this region arising from the antisymmetric exchange. The 
third term is only important very close to TN and is presumed to result from the 
onset of critical fluctuations which we previously observed in the deuterated material 
using neutron scattering [ll]. 1 G and p to be 
0.78 f 0.03 G K-'. sc also proposed that the best approximation for the shape of 
the resonance was a Lorentzian times an exponential although the exact form of the 
lineshape is unimportant when J z  > My We used a Lorentzian lineshape at all 
temperatures because it was found to give a reliable value for the linewidth. 

3.2. Egect of doping on linewidth 

We obselved that as the concentration of the magnetic ion decreased both Q and p 
in equation (2) decreased leading to a reduction in the Linewidth at a particular tem- 
perature. the decrease of a was the more significant. Since the linewidth calculated 
hy sc is linear in the number of magnetic neighbours of a particular ion, a decrease 
in the number of magnetic neighbours of same of the ions will be expected to reduce 
the hewidth.  The decrease in the minimum linewidth as the concentration of the 
magnetic ion decreases is shown in figure 5. 

We determined Q to be 42 

Figure 5. "he dependence of lhe minimum ESR 
linewidth of doped CFTH on Lhe dopant concentra- 
tion. 

LinewidlhIG 

.,14.5%Z" 

5 10 15 20 25 30 
TemperaturelK 

Fgum 6 The dependence of the ESR linewidth of 
each of the doped samples on temperature in the 
region of TN. The graph sl~ows how accurateiy one 
can determine the differences in TN of compounds 
with different dopant mncentrations. 

3.3. Efecl of doping on TN 
Figure 6 shows the m M  of the ESR signal of each sample plotted against temperature 
in the region around TN. Due to the weakness and broadness of the signal at 
temperatures very close to T,, it was difficult to determine accurately the absolute 
value of TN. For the pure material, TN was estimated to be the temperature at which 
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the resonance could just be discerned at the maximum sensitivity of the instrument. 
This was 16.1f0.1 K, which compares favourably with previous measurements. All 
the samples showed the same rapid linear increase in A H  in the transition region 
and hence the differences in TN could be determined to within 0.2 K 

A plot of TN(2)/TN(O) against the fractional concentration, a, of the diamagnetic 
dopant is shown in figure 7. This was found to be wry sensitive to the difference in 
values of TN but very insensitive to the actual values chosen for TN. The reduction 
of TN is linear in I when a is below 0.1 taking the form 

S I  Clarke and A Hanison 

TN(I) = TN(0)(1 - aa) (3) 

where TN(x) and TN(0) refer to the doped and pure material respectively and the 
constant a is 3.4M.1. 
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~ ~~ 

~~ of m is reduced bj doping wilh the diamagnelic 

x of the diamagnetic ion in the samples. 

The samples containing 225% and 432% Zn2+ were good quality crystals which 
gave consistent chemical analyses. However, their linewidth behaviour and hence TN 
was sample dependent as figure 7 show. This behaviour cannot be wholly explained 
by inhomogeneities in the distribution of the diamagnetic ion which are likely to be 
much larger in magnetically more dilute samples. Error in positioning the sample 
in the same place in the temperature gradient of the q o s t a t  by about 2 mm would 
be required to lead to an error in measuring the actual temperature of up to 2 K, 
but considering the precautions taken, the error should not be more than a tenth of 
this. The source of the discrepancy between different crystals grown from the same 
solution and between these and other samples is dficult to pinpoint. 

The transition temperature of the fully deuterated form of the compound, CFTD, 
is higher than that of CFTH by about 1.2 K. The lattice constant c is slightly shorter 
in CFID 15, 61 because deuterium bonding is stronger than hydrogen bonding. This 
leads to a slightly stronger inter-planar coupling, J', in mT). It is J' which drives 
the transition to 3D ordering and so TN is higher in WID. 

The value of a in equation (3) for cm:Znz t  of 3.4 should be compared with 
values of between 3.0 and 3.5 obtained for other square Heisenberg ferro- and anti- 
ferromagnets [23, 30, 311. Comparison of the behaviour of a number of 2~ systems, 
including La,CuO, which has been doped with Mgz+ and ZnZf [23], is shown in 
figure 8. m : M g 2 +  and cm:Zn*+ show behaviour very similar to that of other 
layered Heisenberg systems, including La,CuO,, at low dopant concentrations. As 
a increases above about 0.1 it appears that TN is reduced more rapidly in doped 
m and La,CuO, than in other Heisenberg systems such as &CuF, and &MIIF,. 
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This is hard to verify without doping c m  to higher levels. The fall-off in Zn-doped 
La,CuO, was originally thought (22, 321 to be faster than in the other ZD Heisen- 
berg systems but this result now appears to be due 1231 to the Zn-doped samples 
inadvertently having different oxygen contents from the pure material. It is clear that 
the ordering transition temperatures of all the Heisenberg systems decrease much 
faster on doping than those of king systems whose behaviour can be solved exactly. 
However, the apparently ‘universal’ behaviour displayed by the Heisenberg systems 
at low dopant concentrations may be fortuitous [33]. 

0.0 ’ I 
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 

Figure S. A graph showing the relalionship of the results fmm doped m H  to lhose 
obtained from ZD king systems, zD Heisenberg systems, L a ~ Q 0 4  and Imm a Uieorelical 
treatmen1 or the ZD king model. z is lhe mole Iraclion of lhe diamagnetic ion in the 
sample. 

In every ‘real’ 2~ Heisenberg material, long-range order is induced by finite Ising- 
like anisotropy (as with QMnF,) or finite interplane exchange as in the cases of 
&CuF, and La,CuO,. It is likely that c m  falls into the latter category. In each of 
the Heisenberg systems the ordering is 3D since a pure ZD Heisenberg system cannot 
order above 0 K. There appears to be no reason why systems whose ordering is 
driven by different mechanisms should exhibit ‘universal’ behaviour in the depression 
of the ordering temperature by diamagnetic doping. Further, as J‘lJ is IO-‘ for 
&CuF, (331, for m, it is not necessarily 
expected that these thee. systems will show a ‘universal’ depression of the ordering 
temperature. We propose that the Heisenberg systems which have been studied so 
far simply show similar behaviour on doping and that the rate of reduction of TN is 
about twice that of the king systems. This view is supported by apparent differences 
in behaviour of different Heisenberg systems when z exceeds 0.1. 

for La,CuO, and less than 

4 Conclusions 

We have shown that the temperature dependence of the ESR signal of CFTH is a 
p o d  probe of the way TN is reduced by diamagnetic doping. This technique could 
be applied to other compounds whose E R  spectra change rapidly in the vicinity of 
TN. The TN of m is reduced at a similar rate to that of La,CuO, and many 
other 2D Heisenberg magnets at low dopant concentrations and while this may not 
represent ‘universal’ behaviour, it does suggest that the dilution properties of the 
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quantum systems are not very different from those of the classical analogues. Further 
studies of other doped ZDHAFS will help to further elucidate our findings. 
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